Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center

Participating Commercial Health Insurer Provider Networks

**Aetna**
- Open Choice Network
- Managed Choice Network
- Elect Choice Network
- Aetna Premier Care Network
- Open Choice Network with Aetna Managed Pharmacy Network
- Managed Choice Network with Aetna Managed Pharmacy Network
- Elect Choice Network with Aetna Managed Pharmacy Network
- Aetna Premier Care Network with Aetna Managed Pharmacy Network
- Medicare Advantage

**Cigna**
- Open Access Plus Direct
- Local Plus
- Power PPO

**Coventry**
- Coventry Transplant Network

**First Choice Health**
- First Choice Health Network

**First Health**
- First Health Network

**Interlink**
- Interlink Transplant Network

**Kaiser WA**
- Access PPO
- Options
- Core*
- Medicare Advantage*
- Elect PPO*

*Prior authorization/referral from Kaiser required

**LifeTrac**
- LifeTrac Transplant Network
LifeWise
- LifeWise Health Plan of Washington Preferred
- LifeWise Assurance Co.
- LifeWise Primary*
- LifeWise Alpine*
*Prior authorization required

Molina
- Marketplace Plans

MultiPlan
- PHCS (PPO) Network
- MultiPlan Network

Optum
- Optum Network

Premera
- AK Global
- AK Heritage
- AK Heritage Select
- Blue Open Access POS
- Blue Preferred POS
- Blue Value
- Empire Blue Access
- Global
- Heritage & Heritage Plus 1
- Heritage and Dental Choice
- Heritage Prime
- Heritage Prime HPN
- Heritage Signature
- Heritage Signature and Dental Choice
- Horizon Direct Access/Horizon Managed Care Network
- Individual Signature
- Legacy
- Legacy and Dental Select
- NetworkBlue
- Yukon

Regence
- Preferred Network
- Participating Network
- RealValue Network
- UW Medicine Network
- Individual and Family Network
United

- Charter
- Choice
- Core
- Navigate
- Options
- Signature Value
- Select
- NexusACO
- Medicare Advantage